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Abstract 

 

Cloud computing is a more advanced technology for distributed processing, e.g., a thin client and grid 

computing, which is implemented by means of virtualization technology for servers and storages, and advanced 

network functionalities. However, this technology has certain disadvantages such as monotonous routing for 

attacks, easy attack method, and tools. This means that all network resources and operations are blocked all at 

once in the worst case. Various studies such as pattern analyses and network-based access control for 

infringement response based on Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as a Service and Software as a Service in 

Cloud computing services have therefore been recently conducted. This study proposes a method of integration 

between HTTP GET flooding among Distributed Denial-of-Serviceattacks and Map Reduce processing for fast 

attack detectionin a cloud computing environment. In addition, experimentson the processing time were 

conducted to compare the performancewith a pattern detection of the attack features usingSnort detection based 

on HTTP packet patterns and log datafrom a Web server. The experimental results show that theproposed 

method is better than Snort detection because the processing time of the former is shorter with increasing 

congestion. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Cloud computing is the next stage in the Internet's evolution, providing the means through which everything 

fromcomputing power to computing infrastructure, applications, business processes to personal collaboration 

can be delivered to you as a service wherever and whenever youneed[1].The “cloud” in cloud computing can be 

defined as the set of hardware, networks, storage, services, and interfaces thatcombine to deliver aspects of 

computing as a service. Cloud services include the delivery of software, infrastructure, and storage over the 

Internet (either as separate components or acomplete platform) based on user demand. Cloud computing has 

four essential characteristics: elasticity and the ability to scale up and down, self- Service provisioning and 

automatic provisioning, application programming interfaces (APIs), billing and metering of service usage in a 

pay-as-you-go model. (Cloud Computing Characteristics discusses these elements in detail.) 

This flexibility is what is attracting individuals and businesses to move to the cloud. These services are broadly 

divided into three categories: Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-

a-Service (SaaS). 

Infrastructure-as-a-Service like Amazon Web Services provides virtual server instanceAPI) to start, stop 

access and configure their virtual servers and storage. In the enterprise, cloud computing allows a company to 

pay for only as much capacity as is needed, and bring more online as soon as required. 

Platform-as-a-service in the cloud is defined as a set of software and product development tools hosted on 

the provider's infrastructure. Developers create applications on the provider's platform over the Internet. 

PaaS providers may use APIs, website portals or gateway software installed on the customer's computer. 

Force.com, (an outgrowth of Salesforce.com) and GoogleApps are examples of PaaS. 

Software-as-a-service cloud model, the vendor supplies the hardware infrastructure, the software product 

and interacts with the user through a front-end portal. SaaS is a very broad market. Services can be anything 

from web based email inventory control and database. 

  

 

 

THE SOURCESS FOR DDoS ATTACK 
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Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, the most serious type of network attack, have occurred many 

times owing to the simple attack and easy-to-use tools available.Therefore, it is difficult to effectively block a 

DDoS. The Layer 4 was the main target for a depletion of connection resources,such as TCP and UDP, between 

network equipment and a server. IP blocking and detours are themost popular methods through decision 

whether the user or the attacker. A defensive approach uses a traffic analysis, packet counting, a behavior 

pattern analysis of the browser, and other methods. However, web applications have recently become amain 

target because 

Corresponding DDoS solutions have effectively responded to existing DDoS attacks. In Web application 

attacks, it is difficult to distinguish between normal and DDoS traffic. In addition, the target system can be 

affected regardless of the hardware performance because the target server can be damaged by small connections 

and traffics. While many companies have introduced DDoS detection systems, DDoS attacks remain difficult to 

predict in a cost-effective way by such systems. This study proposes a method of integration between HTTP 

GET flooding among DDoS attacks and MapReduce processing for fast attack detection in a cloud computing 

environment. This method can ensure the availability of the target system for accurate and reliable detection 

based on HTTP GET flooding. 

 

DDoS and HTTP GET flooding attacks: 

 

A DDoS attack is one of the main threats that the internet is facing. The DDoS attack makes use of many 

different resources to send a lot of useless packets to the target in a short time, which will consume the target’s 

resource and make the target’s service unavailable. 

As the complexity of Internet is scaled up, it is more likely for the Internet resources to be exposed to various 

flooding attacks like DDoS attacks. It was reported that the DDoS attacks against Web servers were extremely 

costly in terms of economical expense, vendor image loss, credibility, and system stability. A DDoS attack can 

be performed using automated attack tools. Some attack tools are agent based, in which the agents and handlers 

know each other’s identity, whereas in Internet relay chat (IRC)-based attack tools, communication is done 

indirectly and the agents and handlers do not know each other’s identity. Automated attack tools include Trinoo, 

TFN,TFN2K, Stacheldraht, Shaft, and Knight.Layer 4was themain target for a depletion of connectionresources 

among network equipment. However,Webapplications have recently become the main target 

becausecorresponding DDoS solutions effectively respond to existingDDoS attacks. Application-level DoS 

attacks emulate the same request syntax and network level traffic characteristicsas those of legitimate clients, 

thereby making theattacks much harder to detect and counter. Application-levelattacks include HTTP GET 

flooding, Refresh attacks, SQLInjection attacks, and CC attacks. InWeb application attacks,it is difficult to 

distinguish between normal and DDoS traffic.In addition, the target system can be affected regardless ofthe 

hardware performance because the target server can bedamaged by small connections and traffics. 

 

Solution for DDoS attack: 

 

The best solution to the DDoS problem seems to be the following: victims must detect when they are under 

attack as early as possible. They must then trace back the IP addresses that caused the attack and warn zombie 

administrators about their actions. In this way, an attack can be effectively confronted. 

 

HTTP GET flooding: 

 

An HTTP flood is an attack method used by hackers to attack Web servers and applications. It consists of 

seemingly legitimate session-based sets of HTTP GET or POST requests sent to a target Web server. These 

requests are specifically designed to consume a significant amount of the server’s resources, and therefore can 

result in a denial-of-service. HTTP GET request attack opens a session for TCP communications. The infected 
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hosts create many threads to send a large amount of requests to the victim’s website to disable it. The attackers 

continually send victim servers the HTTP GET request through a session for as the response. In 

addition,multiple HTTP GET requests in a TCP connection are a new HTTP attack format using the HTTP 1.1 

feature.This attack cannot be detected using a SYN rate limit detection method. In addition, it can request to a 

change in the number of pages for avoiding detection. This process is for giving a heavy load to on the same 

page or database server through multiple HTTP GET requests in a single connection. 

HTTP flood attacks may be one of the most advanced non-vulnerability threats facing Web servers today. It is 

very hard for network security devices to distinguish between legitimate HTTP traffic and malicious HTTP 

traffic, and if not handled correctly, it this could cause a high number of false-positive detections. Rate-based 

detection engines are also not successful at detecting HTTP flood attacks, as the traffic volume of HTTP floods 

may be under the detection thresholds. For this reason, it is necessary to use several parameters 

of detection including rate-based and rate-invariant parameters. 

 

MapReduce parallel processing model: 

 

Batch data processing for data processing and analysis can take from several to 10 of days as the volume of 

Internet data continues to increase in cloud computing environments. For such large data processing, 

MapReduce parallel processing is commonly used as a standard model. The MapReduce model is a parallel 

processing model proposed for quickly operating batch jobs for Internet services, and is applied to various 

Google services (Google Earth, news, analytics, searches, indexing, etc.) MapReduce is a model for 

processing (key, value)-based data in parallel, and consists of two steps: for carrying out Map tasks based on the 

input data sources to create interim results and for carrying out Reduce tasks using the interim results as input to 

obtain the final results. The input data are divided into a plurality of data, and for some of these data a Map task 

is carried out in a plurality of nodes. Each Map task stores the results of processing the input data allocated 

thereto in the local file system of each node. The Reduce task receives the interim results stored in the plurality 

of nodes for integrated processing to provide the final results. Task distribution is implemented such that 

the data can be processed in the node where they are placed if possible to minimize the network traffic. To this 

end, data are divided in consideration of the status and location of the data storage. 

 

 

Large packet analysis for DDoS attack detection: 

 

The proposed framework for DDoS attack detection consists of three parts. First, the packet and log collection 

module (PLCM) parses the packet transmission andWeb server’s log. Second, the pattern analysis module 

(PAM) creates patterns forDDoS attack detection. Finally, the detection module (DM) detects DDoS attacks 

using a normal behavior model. 

A DDoS attack creates a resource imbalance between the victim client and Internet through packet 

transmissions from an infected zombie cloud client to the victim client’s system. In addition, a huge amount of 

traffic from an infected host is transmitted, interrupting the connection of the victim client. During DDoS 

attacks, the source address is widely distributed. However, the port can be changed by attack packets and attack 

tools. The most typical response method of HTTP GET flooding is an analysis of request values based on 

packet checking. And then, it performs detection and blocking by threshold. Policy based on threshold performs 

a web server protection and traffic blocking using threshold through monitoring of HTTP GET request by 

source terminal and destination. DDoS attack detection analyses are used to check the normal state of a 

network. The next step is a definition of the parameters for a network attack analysis. The final step is a 

definition of threshold by parameter of normal state. In this paper, the analyzed parameters can be classified as 

CPU usage, load, packet size, information distribution of the packet header, protocol distribution for the 

classification distribution of the network service, the maximum value, minimum value of traffic, flow 
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monitoring using a spoofing address, and so on. A traffic analysis through a combination of parameters can 

improve the reliability of the trafficfeatures. In addition, these parameters can be used for the detection of DDoS 

attacks by comparing normal Web use patterns and attack patterns, which differ from each other. Web server 

log data use the access_log of an Apache Web server for an analysis of Web usage patterns. Table 1 shows an 

example of the general access_log form. 

 

 

 
 

The DDoS attack analysis sequence diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Detecting method of HTTP GET flooding: 

 

 

The reliability is measured using the extracted parameters based on an entropy statistical method. The entropy is 

a metric based on the uncertainty of a random variable, and can bedefined as Eq. (1). 

 
 

where Piis the probability mass function, and it gives theprobability that a discrete random variable is exactly 

equalto a certain value. GET flooding can be divided into normalusers and a zombie PC attack through a 

calculation of theGRPS (GET request per second) because normal users donot continually request the same 

page at the same time. Theexcess threshold by GRPS sets to source address of attacker.However, a low 

threshold can incur a false positive, whereasa high threshold can incur a false negative. As a result, the 
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threshold must be set carefully because an extraction of theGRPS value is hard to achieve. In addition, strange 

detectionis decided based on the normal range using the mean andstandard deviation. However, detection 

methods using onlythe mean and standard deviation are not complete becausethere is the potential for that to 

happen out of the normalrange even if packets exist within the normal range. Thesedisadvantages can therefore 

be overcome through the rate oftraffic. If the packets of the normal range or abnormal rangeduring cycle 

availability are indicated, they can be seen as asign of attack. This will be described step by step. The first step 

is a classificationby amount of traffic because very little traffic is alow impact by network in virtual router. The 

using parameteris the volume threshold. A time window defines a timeinterval in which to measure the amount 

of traffic in router. It is defined as Eq. (2). miis the number of packets in routerduring time window and m is the 

number of all packets. 

 

 
 

The second step is the entropy checking by threshold of destinationIP address. If there are a lot of destination IP 

addresses, 

The entropy is increased. Therefore, there can be some target. 

 

 

 

MapReduce applying method for HTTP GET flooding detection: 

 

A confrontation method of an HTTP GET flooding attack is as follows: 

 

1. The suspected IP of the DDoS attack is got challenge values. 

2. The IP by normal response is allowed a connection but another IP is filtered over a period of time.  
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3. Whether a TCP connection depletion occurs is checked, and the existence of huge amounts of HTTP 

requests is confirmed (creation of HTTP requests such as images, jsp, or html). 

4. The detection of a DDoS attack through a packet analysis uses the input values of MapReduce for a 

strange detection rule analysis using a statistical analysis and threshold. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

This study proposes a method of integration between HTTP GET flooding among DDoS attacks and 

MapReduce process-ing for fast attack detection in a cloud computing environment.This method can ensure the 

availability of the target system for an accurate and reliable detection based on HTTP GET flooding. In 

experiments, the processing time for performance evaluation compares a pattern detection of attack features 

with the Snort detection. The experimental results show that the proposed method is better than Snort detection 

because the processing time of the former is shorter with increasing congestion.As future work, a study on 

various pattern recognition methods for DDoS attack detection in a cloud computing environment is needed. 
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